Product catalog made by
Currently we offer goods for cats: wall shelves, window shelves and wall stairs/steps.
Exclusive Cat Shelf in a nutshell:
• light and stable
• invisible fixing elements
• very soft cushion (mattress)
• removable cushion cover
• 11 base and mattress colors to choose
• elegant and carefully made

Detailed information about the Wall Cat Shelves

ORIGINAL DESIGN
Our shelves are bent into beautiful arches or waves, which makes them suitable for both modern and
classic interiors. At the same time, they look very aesthetically and lightly - the shelves seem to be
"glued" to the wall by the edge, because no fixing elements are visible!
CONSTRUCTION
The base of the shelf is made of metal. The result is that the shelf is light, and you can also slightly
change its shape (bending) during assembly. It is worth noting that the metal structure is
completely invisible because it is covered by a mattress from the top and covered with a fabric (the
same type as the mattress) from the bottom. This shelf design has the advantage that the thickness
of the shelf is practically the same thickness of the mattress (4 cm / 1.57 inch).
COLORS
The material of the mattress cover and the bottom of the shelf is the same, but you can order different
colors within one product (eg a light mattress and a dark bottom). In this way, you can adjust the
color of the shelf to your preferences.
There are 11 different colors to choose from: cream, beige, brown, chocolate, purple, red, faded navy,
gray, gray with a drop of brown, anthracite and black. You can see all these colors below.
The material of the mattress (cushion) cover and the bottom of the shelf is the same, but you can
order different colors within one product (eg a light mattress and a dark bottom). In this way, you
can adjust the color of the shelf to your preferences. There are 11 different colors to choose from:
cream, beige, cappuccino, chocolate, brown, gray, navy (faded), anthracite, violet, red, black. You
have 121 combinations of colors to choose. See the colors pattern in our store, where we show the
available colors in big format (click HERE).
NOTICE: The colors of the materials in the finished product may slightly differ from the colors you
see on the screen. This may be due to the screen settings on which you see the colors. This difference
will not be the basis for recognizing the non-conformity of the product with the order. If in doubt
about this matter, contact us.

MATTRESS (cushion, pillow)
The mattress of the shelf is a very soft polyurethane foam with a thickness of 4 cm (1.57 inch), which
is placed in an aesthetic cover (pillowcase) of thick, soft material, very pleasant to the touch. The
material is solid and will last for a long time. It is worth noting that the cover has a zipper, so from
time to time you can wash it and give the shelf a fresh look. You can also wash the entire mattress
(pillowcase together with the foam).
The mattress is attached to the shelf with solid Velcro, making it stable and does not move when the
cat jumps on the shelf. At the same time, it can be easily attached and removed if necessary.
MONTAGE
The montage of the shelf is very simple and it can be successfully made by one person within a few
minutes. The montage set includes a fastening elements (high quality universal wall dowels with
screws) and a detailed assembly instruction.
After proper montage, the shelf is completely stable, stiff and does not bend under the weight of the
cat. The animal feels comfortable on it and eagerly uses it.
MATCH THE SHELF
If you want to match the product to your needs, let us know. For example, we can change the distance
between the shelf fixing points to fit the 16-inch module in the plasterboard wall.
SECURITY
Our shelves are safe for cats because we use non-toxic materials for their production, which are used
in products used by people.
QUALITY AND WARRANTY
We take full responsibility for the quality of our shelves, marking each of them with a badge with the
name of our brand "4MyPet.net". The high quality is confirmed by a 5-year warranty on the shelf
construction.
PRODUCTION TIME
There are many possible to order combinations of mattress colors and shelf bases, as well as the
types and sizes of shelves. Because of this, the shelves are made by us to order - officially within 10
working days, although we usually make orders faster, within 5 business days.
DELIVERY TIME
After completing the order, we prepare package and forward it to the courier or post company to
deliver it to the place indicated. Delivery time depends on the country and the method of delivery.
Choose them during order. If you need delivery to a different country than standard available,
contact us by contact form or mail us: shop@4mypet.net
We will send your orders to any country in the world.
CAT WALLWAY
Cats are animals that love to be "in high places" because they feel safe there and can easily control
the area. For this reason, wall shelves are definitely recommended by leading feline behaviorists,
constituting the necessary elements of the "Cat Wallway" (it is the various types of objects that allow
the cat to be above the floor).
BEAUTIFUL APPEARANCE
Our products, apart from the fact that they fit perfectly into the cat's needs, also enjoy the eyes of
their owners and guests due to their extraordinary aesthetics.

MULTIPLE ITEMS
The price includes the cost of delivery of one of the products mentioned here. If you order more
items of this product or different products, we will try to pack them in this way to reduce the cost of
delivery of the entire order. In this case, you will receive a refund of part of delivery costs from us.
MAKE A GIFT
If you want to make a gift to someone, we can attach a dedication to your order on your behalf.
Dedication will be written on a decorative cardboard box and placed inside the package. In this case,
give us the content of your dedication. We will also send you a picture showing the written
dedication. You can choose this option when finalizing your purchase after going to the basket.

The Wall Shelf will be a perfect gift for your cat
and a beautiful decoration of your room

See FABRIC COLORS PATTERN below ...

FABRIC COLORS PATTERN
Here's a set colors of fabric that we use.
Take into account that the colors that you watch on monitor of your computer,
tablet or mobile may differ slightly from the actual ones.
Choose the right color for your pet.

Cat shelf Arc 60

Cat Shelf ARC 60

Cat shelf Wave Symmetric Left

Cat shelf Wave Symmetric Right

Cat shelf Wave Unsymmetric Left

Cat shelf Wave Unsymmetric Right

Cat shelf Double Arc 100

Important information
Extensive dimensions are given everywhere. The dimensions of the shelf after installation (and the
distance between the fixing points) may be slightly different, because during assembly of the shelf
itself you can slightly change the shape (bending).
The Arc 60 shelf (and Wave 75 shelf with 16 inch distance between fixing
points) have two attachment points. The bearing capacity (endurance) of
these shelves is approx. 25 kg (55 lbs/pounds)

The Wave 75 and Wave 95 and
Double Arc 100 shelves have three
attachment points.
The bearing capacity (endurance)
of these shelves is approx. 40 kg
(88 lbs/pounds)

By ordering any shelf, you will always receive:
• shelf with a mattress
• shelf mounting kit (two or three solid wall dowels with screws)
• detailed assembly instructions
How the FISCHER dowels works

You can also order additional mattresses to the shelf

Bottom side of mattress

Detailed information about the Wall Stairs/Steps

The wall cat stair is necessary for the cat to easily get onto the high-placed elements of the "Cat WallWay",
that is all of those furniture that enable him to be "at heights".
The stair consists of a base made of MDF. On the upper side of the MDF are attached (glued) felt, and a solid
metal bracket is attached to the underside of the MDF. The metal bracket has a plastic cover and thus the
whole looks very aesthetically.
The platform of stair has dimensions 10 x 21 cm (3.9 x 8.3 inch) and rounded corners.
It is made of MDF with a thickness of 10 mm (0.39 inch).
The platform is available in colors: white, gray, caramel (toffi), brown, black.
The wall stair are connect to the wall with a solid metal angle with a plastic cover.
The cover is available in colors: white, gray, caramel (toffi), brown, black.
The use of long two screws and universal dowels guarantees a secure attachment of the step in any type of
wall.
The felt on the top of stair prevents the cat from slipping when it indicates the stairs.
Color of felt is light gray. If you need other color, ask us about availablity.
>>> IMPORTANT <<<
If you want to buy more cat stairs, ask us for the delivery fee, because there are big discounts on many stairs
in one package. Similarly, when you order cat steps as an addition to the purchased shelf, because then we
can try to send a shelf and stairs in one package.

Need more informations about Cat Shelves?
Look FAQ below!
What is the difference between a symmetrical and asymmetrical wave shelf?
In the symmetrical shelf, both halves (concave and convex part) have the same length.
In the asymmetrical shelf, the concave part constitutes about 2/3 of the entire shelf length. Since
cats usually prefer rest in a concave part, in this version the cat has more space for himself.

I have a wall made of plasterboard (G-K). Can I attach a shelf to it?
The load on the shelf can be quite large, especially when the cat jumps on it. For this reason, it is
desirable to attach the shelf to a solid wall. A lightweight plasterboard wall has a wooden
frame/beams/rack inside, where the distance between the vertical beams is usually 16 inches (US)
or 60 cm (Australia). The installation of the shelf to such elements of the structure is correct.
However, we strongly advise against mounting to the plasterboard itself, which is between these
beams. Such a plate is not designed to bear loads and is too weak to bear the weight of the shelf
and the cat. Install the shelf only to the beams inside the wall.

Can I increase or decrease the arc of the shelf by myself?
The construction (base) of the shelf is made of elastic sheet metal. In the production process, we
give the shelf optimal, in our opinion, bending, which is both "well received" by cats and pleasing
to the eye. However, if you want to give the shelf a slightly different shape, deepening or flattening
the bending of the metal substrate, it is possible. Just use the strength of your hands before
mounting the shelf. After the shelf is properly installed, it will be completely rigid and stable.

What will I need to fix the shelf to the wall?
To attach the shelf, you will need dowels, Ø10 mm (Ø3.9 inch) concrete drills, drills, a hammer and
a wrench (size 10 mm / 3.9 inch; preferably a "ratchet" type) to screw in the screws fixing the shelf.
It will also be useful to use a vacuum cleaner to select dust from drilled holes, and possibly also a
wall installation locator (if you are not sure whether any installations are installed in the planned
installation place).
The dowels together with the screws will be delivered together with the shelf.

Do dowels that are attached to the shelves you buy are suitable for mounting shelves in a
wall made of soft materials (eg suporeks) or in a wall with empty spaces (eg checker brick,
block brick)?
The set and the shelf are solid universal dowels, which are usually well suited for all types of
substrates, including soft and empty spaces. They are so-called pivoting and prestressing pins.

How to fix the shelf to the wall?
The assembly is very simple. First mark the drilling location of the first hole in the wall and drill this
hole. Then place the shirt of the expansion pin in the hole and fasten the shelf with the screw. Do
not tighten the screw as far as it will go, but let the shelf rotate on it. If you are going to fit the
shape of your shelf a bit to your taste, do it now. Then set the shelf in the target position and mark
the locations of the next drilling. Drill the holes you need, insert the plugs in the dowels, and then
screw the shelf to the stop using screws. After proper installation, the shelf will be very stiff and
stable. The assembly details include assembly instructions, which will be delivered together with the
shelf.

The mattress shelf has a thickness of 4 cm (1.57 inch). And what is the total thickness of the
shelf?
The construction of the shelf is made of metal covered with a fabric, so the thickness of the
construction is just a few millimeters. The mattress is 4 cm (1.57 inch) thick, so the actual total shelf
thickness is about 4,5 cm (1.77 inch).

Is the metal bottom of the shelf visible?
The metal bottom of the shelf is covered with fabric, the same from which the mattress covers are
made. So it is completely invisible, and therefore the whole shelf is aesthetic and looks very
elegant.

Are the elements fixing the shelf to the wall visible?
The elements fixing the shelf to the wall are completely invisible, because they are covered by a
mattress.

Will the shelf be stable after installation and will not sag?
After proper installation, the shelf will be very stiff and stable. It will not bend under the weight of a
cat.

Some shelves are sizable. Will one person be able to fasten such shelves or do you need more
hands to work?
Despite their dimensions, the shelves are really light. The largest one (100x31 cm) weighs only 4,1
kg (9 lbs/pounds), and two hands are enough to mount. So one person will manage with certainty.

The deadline for the order is up to 10 business days. Why so long?
As far as the shelves for cats are concerned, there are well over 1,500 customizable combinations of
mattress and shelving colors as well as the types and sizes of shelves. For this reason, all products
are made by us to order - officially within 10 working days, although we usually realize orders
faster. We try to have selected popular items from our offer available "on the spot".

What is the shelf made from mattress?
The mattress is made of very soft polyurethane foam. This material is widely used in furniture
making. The foam has a thickness of 4 cm (1.57 inch) and is placed in an aesthetic cover (case) of
thick, soft material, very pleasant to the touch. The material is solid and will last for a long time. It is
worth noting that the cover has a zipper, so from time to time you can wash it and give the shelf a
fresh look. You can also wash the entire mattress (pillowcase together with the foam).

Can the mattress be washed?
Yes, you can wash the entire mattress with the cover.

Can the mattress cover (pillowcase) be removed from the mattress?
The cushion has a zip on the long edge. So it can be easily removed to wash or replace.

Can I order extra mattresses separately?
Yes, you can order extra mattresses (foams with covers) separately. There are 11 fabric colors to
choose from: cream, beige, brown, chocolate, purple, red, navy (faded), gray (light), gray with a
drop of brown, anthracite and black. You can see all colors at the beginning of this catalog.

Is the assembly instruction attached to the purchased shelf?
Yes, the assembly instructions are attached to each shelf.

How is the mattress attached to the shelf?
The mattress is attached to the shelf with solid Velcro, making it stable and does not move when
the cat jumps on the shelf. At the same time, it can be easily attached and removed if necessary.

Are the materials used safe for cats?
For the production of shelves we use only non-toxic materials that are widely used in products
used by people. They are certainly also safe for animals.

How long the shelf warranty is?
We offer a 5-year warranty on the metal shelf structure. The mattress and pillowcase are not
covered by the guarantee due to the possibility of damage / destruction by the cat in the course of
normal use. The exception is if the buyer finds a defect in the performance of the mattress when
collecting the product.

REVIEWS
Here are the latest reviews about our products
Hier finden Sie die neuesten Bewertungen zu unseren Produkten

Author: Veronica from Paris / France
Product: 30x Cat Shelf WAVE 95 Symmetric Right + 30x Wall Stair
Rating:
The shelves are fabulous! And the cats adore them! They are easy to clean with they're removable and
machine washable wave cushion covers. Arbre à chats, the Parisian hotel for cats, warmly endorses and
recommends these beautifully crafted wave beddings! Meow!!!!!
Many thanks for the professional and personal client services of your entire team!

Author: Rafał from Kędzierzyn-Koźle / Poland
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 75 Symmetric Left
Rating:
Rewelacyjna półka dla kota, ładnie wykonana, a przede wszystkim solidna, polecam.

Author: Shannon from San Marcos / United States
Product: Cat Shelf DOUBLE ARC 100
Rating:
My cat absolutely loves this. I have it right above my bed and he has been sleeping there since we have put
the bed up. Would definitely recommend purchasing.

Author: Alan from Southampton / United Kingdom
Product: Cat Shelf ARC 60
Rating:
The cat shelf arrived today. I am really pleased with it. It is a classy bit of furniture as well as being great for
the cats. The fixing is super-secure. Thanks very much.

Author: Piotr from Wroclaw / Poland
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 95 Unsymmetric Right
Rating:
Napisze tak: sam mam 2 koty i widzę z jaką przyjemnością spędzają swój czas na tych półkach i jak im to
odpowiada. Co do produktu, to półki są praktyczne, dobrze wykonane i łatwe w montażu. Poduszkę można
oddzielnie ściągnąć i wyczesać lub wyprać - kto ma kota ten wie o co mi chodzi. Jednym słowem polecam tego
sprzedającego i na pewno jak będę powiększał ilość półek to tylko w tym sklepie.

Author: Mark from Raleigh / United States
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 75 Unsymmetric Right
Rating:
Grania and Jerzy, Thank you! The cat shelf is FANTASTIC! I love the nice note and laser toy too. You have a
wonderful business. Mark.

Author: Olaf from Kirkwall / United Kingdom
Product: Cat Shelf ARC 60
Rating:
Good quality item. Well build and posted nice and quick.

Author: Teri from The Village / United States
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 75 Symmetric Right + Cat Shelf ARC 60
Rating:
We purchased both the WAVE 75 and ARC 60 for our kittens that are due to arrive in a month. These shelves far
exceed our expectations. They are incredibly sturdy, beautiful and very well constructed. The packages they
were in arrived badly damaged. We had the delivery person wait while we opened to inspect the contents. These
were so well packed inside that there was no damage to the shelves. I am located in the USA and with the free
shipping option (a reasonable upgrade in shipping was offered and we were prewarned by Jerzy of the shipping
time) it did take 11 weeks to receive these. But they are so well worth waiting for as they are much better quality
than any others that I have seen. I will try to update this review with a picture of the kittens enjoying once they
are big enough to figure out how to get up to them.

Author: Deborah from Glasgow / United Kingdom
Product: Cat Shelf ARC 60
Rating:
Great quality and very easy to fit. Looks great too.

Author: Jackie from Murphy / United States
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 95 Symmetric Right + 4x Wall Stair
Rating:
VERY well made with cat comfort in mind! Lots of thought went into the bed. This will replace the ugly cat
tree we have and will fit in much better with our decor without taking up room. While we are waiting to install I
have put the "shelf" on their usual sleeping spot so they will get use to it and they are comfortably stretched out
- wondering if we may need an additional one! We will install above the deck doors where we have additional
windows for them to look out.
The cat steps are very sturdy and well made with covers to hide the hardware. We haven't installed them
yet but they are marked on the wall and I can't wait to do that. Our cats are about 12 lbs each so I'm sure they
will have no problem climbing.

Author: Lauryn from Weatherford / United States
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 75 Symmetric Right + Cat Shelf WAVE 95 Symmetric Right
Rating:
LOVE these wave style cat perches!! Arrived quickly and the workmanship is outstanding!! Thick cushions with
nice zipper for removal and washing. The support shelf mounting brackets securely welded. Could not be
happier!!!

Author: Krzysztof from Nowy Tomyśl / Poland
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 75 Symmetric Right + Cat Shelf WAVE 75 Symmetric Left + 2x Wall Stair
Rating:
Zakupiłem w sumie trzy półki... lewą falę, prawą falę i zwykłą półkę naścienną. Doskonałe produkty :)
Sierściuchy od razu zaakceptowały nowe legowiska. Polecam produkty... świetnie wyglądają i są solidnie
wykonane. Przy okazji chciałbym bardzo podziękować Panu Jerzemu za empatię oraz za wspaniałe i
profesjonalne podejście do klienta :)

Author: Tami from Nampa / United States
Product: Cat Shelf DOUBLE ARC 100 + 3x Wall Stair
Rating:
This shelf is perfect! The kitty's love to sleep on it. They used it before it was ev3n hung but they love it more
now that it's hung high up not he wall. Thank you so much!

Author: Sydney from Edmonton / Canada
Product: Cat Shelf ARC 60
Rating:
The cats love it. Lightweight and easy to install, the cushion is very soft and plush, and the fact I can take off the
cover for cleaning, or long term if it becomes worn make another is ideal!

Author: Florence from Le Cannet / France
Product: Cat Shelf DOUBLE ARC 100
Rating:
En moins d’une semaine, cette étagère pour chat installée au-dessus de la porte de mon salon est devenue une
place de choix pour Ivanna. Chatte de presque 5kg. L’étagère murale est légère, robuste et facile à monter.
Les matériaux utilisés paraissent de très bonne qualité et le tout est design avec une belle finition. Les divers choix
de couleur pour le socle et le coussin offre un large choix de gamme et se marie parfaitement avec mon salon.
Cette étagère d’un mètre de long sert aussi à créer un passage sécurisé sous plafond entre deux arbres à chats et
offre à mes chats un autre parcours mais cette fois en hauteur.

Author: Maria from Warszawa/ Poland
Product: Cat Shelf ARC 60
Rating:
Genialne rozwiązanie. Półka bardzo estetyczna i solidna. Polecam

Author: Gary from Slingerlands / United States
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 95 Symmetric Right
Rating:

The critters found their new favorite spot right after I put it up.

Author: Coralie from Roquebrune Cap Martin/ France
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 75 Unsymmetric Left
Rating:
Superbe article avec de belles finitions. J en suis vraiment ravie et j ai hâte d avoir mon Maine coon pour qu
il puisse le tester. Le matériel est vraiment de bonne qualité. Je recommande a 100%

Author: Celine from Les Roches de Condrieu / France
Product: Cat Shelf ARC 60 + 2x Cat Mattress
Rating:
Très beau, bien conçu et très belle qualité. Vendeur à l’écoute et sérieux, je recommande! Article super, très
design et d’excellente qualité!
Vendeur à l’écoute, réactif et sympathique, toutes les questions ont eu des réponses. Expédition très soignée, merci
pour tout, je recommande sans hésiter :-)

Author: Rhonda from Ankeny / United States
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 75 Unsymmetric Left
Rating:
Love this wave cat shelf. My cats used it right away. The owners were very helpful and responsive before and
after my purchase. My husband preferred to use his own grade A lag bolts in our drywall studs, but we couldn't
be happier with this beautiful and well-made product. I plan on purchasing another one soon because we like it
so very much. Thank you, Grania and Jerzy!!

Author: Krzysztof from Nowy Tomyśl / Poland
Product: Cat Shelf ARC 60
Rating:
Produkt najwyższej jakości. Świetnie wygląda. Moje sierściuchy od razu przekonały się do nowego legowiska...
POLECAM !!! :)

Author: Sophie from London / United Kingdom
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 75 Unsymmetric Left
Rating:
Easy to put up, comes with screws and plugs. Cat seems to enjoy it! My cats used it right away.

Author: Caroline from Villeneuve-Loubet / France
Product: 2x Cat Shelf ARC 60
Rating:
Great shelves, great comfort and happy cats!!! I love it!

Author: Nicole from Houston / United States
Product: 2x Cat Shelf ARC 60
Rating:
Nice quality and response to inquiries. Thanks!

Author: Cecilia from Bromma / Sweden
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 95 Unsymmetric Right
Rating:
Not only do I really like this shelf, my cat loves it! She was a bit apprehensive when I first put it up, but even
after a couple of hours it became one of her favourite spots. She loves sleeping on it,…

Author: Patrycja from Toruń / Poland
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 75 Unsymmetric Right
Rating:
Bardzo polecam tę półkę! Koty uwielbiają taki kształt legowiska. Solidna, bardzo dobrze zaprojektowana, na
pewno z miłości do kotów, bardzo dobrze wykonana. Solidne mocowania do ściany. Wisi wysoko, stabilnie, nie
boję się, że się obluzuje czy spadnie. Fala to najlepszy kształt dla kota! Miękka, miła w dotyku. Sama bym taką
chciała :))

Author: Linda from Crestwood / United States
Product: Cat Shelf ARC 60
Rating:
My cat LOVES this wall-mounted bed! It is very stable and so there is no hesitation when they first try it out.
Install it under a sunshiney window and you've got yourself one happy kitty! I really like that you can disassemble
completely to wash the bed. GREAT design!

Author: Marina from Meyrin / Switzerland
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 75 Symmetric Right
Rating:
Article en très bon état et exactement comme je l’ai commandé. Facile à poser.

Author: Alicja from Warszawa / Poland
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 75 Symmetric Right + Cat Shelf WAVE 75 Symmetric Left + Cat Shelf ARC 60
Rating:
Świetne legowiska! Mięciutkie, starannie wykonane, moja kotka totalnie zwariowała na ich punkcie!

Author: Stephen from Alness / United Kingdom
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 75 Unsymmetric Right + Cat Shelf ARC 60
Rating:
Fantastic comfy and warm cat shelf wall furniture. They are very well made and are built to suit the stud
centres of your dry wall. My cats love them as they are warm and soft. Grania is an excellent person to deal with
and very patient her customers. Keep up the brilliant work guys.

Author: Piotr from Świdnica / Poland
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 95 Unsymmetric Left
Rating:
Gorąco polecam. Koty zachwycone ;)

Author: Brittany from Des Moines / United States
Product: Cat Shelf ARC 60
Rating:
Very nice material and well made. Zipper cover that can easily be washed. Heavy duty Velcro bed to the shelf.
My cats love it and will be even more excited in the summer with the window open.

Author: Sandra from Burg ot Parchau / Deutschland
Product: Cat Shelf ARC 60
Rating:
Ein tolles Regal. Qualität ist Top, weich und die Montage ist auch sehr. Mein Kater liebt es - er schläft nur noch
drauf. Wenn ihr also ein Lieblingsregal sucht dann nehmt das.

Author: Jadwiga from Knurów / Poland
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 95 Unymmetric Left + Cat Shelf WAVE 75 Symmetric Left + Wall Stair
Rating:
Profesjonalne doradztwo, bardzo dobry materiał, szeroka gama kolorów, bardzo dobrze wykonane półki.
Szybka dostawa. Kot ma dużo miejsca i chętnie na nich przebywa. Świetny punkt obserwacyjny jak i miejsce do
leniuchowania. Kotek jest bardzo zadowolony, a to najważniejsze.

Author: Francie from Berlin / Deutschland
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 95 Symmetric Right + Cat Shelf ARC 60
Rating:
Sehr modern und schick. Stoff ist weich und das Regal wirkt sehr gemütlich. Unsere Katzen lieben es. Wir haben
zwei schräg übereinander. Montage war auch schnell gemacht.

Author: Marianne from Sevenoaks / United Kingdom
Product: Cat Shelf WAVE 95 Symmetric Right
Rating:
Ordered 2 smaller cat shelves and then added the wave. They are really well made and our 2 cats them! The
shelves all arrived promptly and the sellers were great with answering the questions I had!

Author: Anna from Toruń / Poland
Product: Cat Shelf ARC 60
Rating:
Półka jest świetna! Moim kotom od razu się spodobała.

Author: Katherine from Campbell River / Canada
Product: Cat Shelf ARC 60
Rating:
Very well made and sturdy! Great communication with Grażyna. My little one can't stay off it and has claimed
it as his new throne. Thank you so much!

We successively expanding our offer.
Visit our store www.4mypet.net soon again and see what's new we offer for pets.

If you need more information, don't hesitate to contact us.
Write mail on address shop@4mypet.net
We will answer as soon as possible.

- makes pets happy!

